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Abstract
Australian truffle growing in Australia is small and at the early stages of development. The industry produced
approximately 1,500 kilograms in 2009 with a wholesale price of between $1500 and $2,000 / kilogram. A high
proportion of growers operate on a small scale. As well as increasing area being planted, truffle production is
increasing approximately 40 percent each year from existing planted areas to meet the growth in local and
overseas demand. Commensurate with this growth is the pressure for the industry to develop its supply chain
relationships and associated quality assurance (QA). This paper explores the QA assurance approaches suited to
the truffle industry and reports industry stakeholder responses toward the implementation of such QA schemes.
110 industry members of the Australian Truffle Growers Association were invited to participate in the survey with
29 responding (26 percent). 20 of these agreed that the overall benefits to their business obtained from
introducing a QA scheme would outweigh its costs. It was also generally perceived that QA would ensure
continuous improvement and advance the professionalism of the industry. The study involved the design of a
user‐friendly online questionnaire made accessible to the member group only.

Introduction
The development of supply chain relationships and related quality assurance (QA) programs is seen as an
important step in the overall development of emerging industries. The interest in this paper, QA in the Australian
truffle industry, grew from an earlier industry study conducted by the Rural Industries Research and Development
Corporation (RIRDC) in July 2008 titled ‘Taking Stock of the Australian Truffle Industry’ (Lee, 2008). The RIRDC study
emphasised the need to evaluate an industry specific QA scheme and assess the benefits association with such a
scheme. Specifically, the RIRDC report recommended to “review and assess the benefits associated with an audit
and certification process for inoculated seedlings, trees and truffles.” (Lee, 2008) More recently, QA was central to
the 2009 National Truffle Industry conference discussions on industry sustainability and specifically “quality
standards, biosecurity and market research” (Australian Truffle Growers Association, 2009).
One driver for industry change is the fact that the domestic demand for truffles is nearly saturated. Haslam,
president of the Australian Truffle Growers Association (pers comm., 2009) stated that Australia’s current
production of fresh truffle is approximately what the domestic market would consume if fully developed. The
export of fresh product overseas is the potential area for industry growth and while exporting the native French
Black Truffle back to France, will be a challenge, it is off season and the rest of Europe is a significant market.
Selling into the Americas and Asia is also of great importance to the Australian industry. Successfully doing so will
require market research and development and building Australia’s reputation as a quality truffle supplier (Lee,
2008). QA would be seen as one plank in the development of the truffle export market.
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The aim of this study was ‘to analyse the perceptions of key stakeholders in the Australian truffle industry in
response to the introduction of a Quality Assurance scheme for inoculated seedlings, trees and truffles.’ The
targeted key stakeholders included, but weren’t limited to inoculation nurseries, truffle growers, truffle
wholesalers and marketers and buyers of fresh truffles. The membership of the Australian Truffle Growers
Association (ATGA) was surveyed for the purposes of this study. The survey attempted to establish:
•
•
•

The tools currently in use to verify and promote product quality.
The perceived benefits and drawbacks associated with an industry specific quality assurance scheme.
Support for and likely adoption levels for a quality assurance scheme developed for the industry.

As a member of the Australian truffle industry, the primary author has a personal affiliation with the industry and
its future prospects. While there is an apparent pull within the industry for the development of QA, it was
important to understand the depth of this interest across the industry membership. It could be argued that the
successful development of any QA scheme would be dependent on the support and ultimately high level of uptake
from key stakeholders within the industry. The survey of ATGA members was seen as one way of establishing the
‘bottom up’ perspective on QA.

The Australian Truffle Industry
What is a truffle?
The fresh truffle is the edible fruiting body of a subterranean fungus known as a Mycorrhiza (Renowden, 2005).
Mycorrhizae form a symbiotic relationship with a host tree because they cannot synthesize sugars and other
carbohydrates on their own. The tree provides the truffle with a source of carbohydrates and nutrients, and in
return the fine thread‐like filaments (mycelia) of the truffle, coats the tips of the tree roots to form mycorrhiza
which assists the tree to absorb soil minerals and nutrients (Lee, 2008). In effect, the mycorrhiza is able to increase
the effectiveness of the trees roots and provide phosphorus and trace elements that would normally be
unavailable to the tree.
Truffles are one of the most valued and sought after food crops in the world (Lee, 2008). One major source of their
high market value stems from their unique, but extremely desirable, aroma and flavour. Their mystique and
associated gourmet experience has been described as second to none (Renowden, 2005). Another reason for their
high market value is to date only a small percentage of trees in truffières have yielded truffles. Truffière is the
French term for a truffle plantation. The conditions under which truffles actually form and fruit are quite variable
(Malajcuk and Amaranthus, 2007). The third reason for their high market value is their short supply. Worldwide
production has steadily decreased over the last 100 years.
There are many types of truffles found all over the world. The four of most culinary value are the French Black
(Tuber melanosporum), the Italian White (Tuber magnatum), the Bianchetto White (Tuber borchii) and the summer
truffle (Tuber aestivum)(Hall, Bryan and Byars, 2001). Almost all of the Australian truffle industry is focused on
growing the French Black and hence it is the most highly cultivated in Australian plantations. According to food
wholesalers in Australia the French Black can fetch market prices of over AU$3000 per kilogram (Lee, 2008).
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Industry Trends
Truffles are a relatively new crop in Australia (Lee, 2008). The first plantings began in the 1990s in Tasmania and
Western Australia with the first truffles being harvested in 1999. Truffières have now been established in Victoria,
New South Wales, the ACT, South Australia and southern Queensland.
The industry is entering a new phase of growth and investment (Lee 2008). Australian truffle production could
grow by as much as ten times by 2013 (Australian Food News, 2008). Whilst the exact annual production of fresh
truffle in Australia is unknown it is estimated to have been approximately 1.5 tonnes for the 2009 harvest season
(RIRDC, 2009a). Given that the industry is still relatively young local production is increasing by approximately 40
percent each year.
A high proportion of Australian growers are small‐scale growers. In 2010 the total area planted in Australia is
estimated to be 550 Ha distributed among an estimated 130 plantation sites nationally (Lee, 2009). Table 1 shows
the estimated number of truffières planted in each state and also by type of operation. Approximately 110 of these
are members of the ATGA. The highest producing states are Tasmania and Western Australia due to the industry
being established in these states first.
Table 1: Types and numbers of truffières planted in the states of Australia

Truffles Growers and Planted Areas in Australia 2009
Grower
Description
WA
Type
1
Larger scale corporate
2
truﬃère,
2
Larger scale
investment truﬃère,
1
MIS
3
Smaller scale
contracted grower
0
truﬃère
4
Smaller scale
independent grower
>10
truﬃère
Total
>13
Total Area Estimate
>110
Ha

SA

Tas

Vic

ACT

NSW

Qld

Total
Growers

Area
Totals

0

2

0

0

0

0

4

100

0

3

0

0

0

0

4

200

0

>10

>10

1

>20

0

>40

100

2

>10

>20

1

>40

2

>85

150

2

>25

>30

2

>60

2

>130

>550

>5

>200 >100

>7

>120

>5

>550

>550

Data source: (Haslam, 2010 adapted from Lee, 2009)
Traditionally truffles have been harvested out of wild forest areas in France with very rudimentary harvesting
techniques. Over the last century the harvest of wild truffles has declined significantly, from over 1000tonnes in
the early 1900s to around 100 tonnes per annum during the 1990s (Garvey and Cooper, 2001). The destruction of
natural growing areas especially during the world wars, changes in urban land use, pollution, loss of population to
the cities and climate change are considered to be the main causes of this decline (Amaranthus, 2007). As a
consequence of this truffles are increasingly being produced on cultivated farms planted with inoculated trees
(Garvey and Cooper, 2001). Recent data from the Ministry of Agriculture in France shows that in 2007‐08
production volumes were around 13 tonnes (Lee, 2008).
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At present about half of Australia’s truffle supply is sold to the domestic market, especially for the restaurant and
fine food wholesale market segments (Lee, 2008). Some of the larger growers within the industry have developed
dedicated resources for sales and marketing of truffles, while the majority of smaller growers sell privately or
outsource the marketing and distribution to wholesalers. A few of the larger growers have successfully sought
stable export markets (RIRDC, 2009b).
The Australian truffle industry is at a natural advantage in that the Australian climate is six months apart from the
climate of the northern hemisphere producers. Therefore, Australia’s harvest season does not line up with that of
these international competitors. The industry in this sense enjoys a significant competitive advantage in the
export of fresh truffle, which has a shelf life of only two weeks, to countries in the northern hemisphere during
their summer period.
The significant weaknesses of the industry which pose risks for its future development include:
•
•
•
•
•

The limited size of the local market and the underdeveloped supply chain relationships into the overseas
markets.
Contamination of imported inoculum (Tubers or Tuber mycorrhizae) used for inoculation of tree stock
(Lee, 2008).
Variability of truffle yield and low numbers of producing trees. This threatens guarantee of supply (Hall,
Brown and Zambonelli, 2007).
Variability of quality standards for markets.
Lack of communication and transfer of technical knowledge along the supply chain. (Nicholas, 2001).

The threat of contamination occurring during the inoculation process is a significant one for the industry. Much of
the inoculum used for inoculation of seedlings is imported from overseas (Hall, Brown and Zambonelli, 2007). Hall,
Brown and Zambonelli (2007) state that inferior species of black truffle such as the Chinese Tuber indicum and
Tuber sinense have very little market value and can be substituted. Furthermore, there is also the threat of
competing mycorrhiza such as Scleroderma taking the place of potential infection sites for the desired fungus. In
the field they reproduce prolifically and can out‐compete the French Black Truffle fungus – leading to a very low or
even absent production. To find out after several years that much of the desired fungus has been displaced would
be disastrous for growers. The damage that these contaminants can cause may also ruin the reputation of
Australian grown truffles, particularly when marketing the product overseas. QA is one mechanism for controlling
contaminants, ensuring they are kept out of the country and most importantly out of inoculation nurseries and
truffières.
On farm practices such as nutrition, weed suppression and soil moisture levels have a significant impact on the
size, quality and volume of truffles produced. This is still an area of scientific uncertainty and much research on the
cultural techniques is still being undertaken (Hall, Brown and Zambonelli, 2007).

Quality Assurance
The Australian truffle industry is not unlike other industries seeking to explore QA as a means of developing
customer confidence in the industry. QA can be seen as an important element underlying the credibility and
competitiveness of individual firms and industries overall. In the context of truffles, Garvey and Cooper (2004)
explain that QA encompasses all planned and systematic actions and programs that are designed to provide
confidence that the product (i.e. inoculated trees, fresh truffles or value added products) or service (e.g.
agronomic consultancy) will meet customer expectations.
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Internationally, there are no truffle industry‐specific QA schemes in use; however, standards for grading truffles do
exist. The European Union (EU) standard was developed by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE) in 2004 and titled ‘Recommendation Standard for Fresh Truffles’.
More recently, the New Zealand Truffle Association (NZTA) launched its own version of a grading system based on
that of the EU (Hall and Nelson, 2009). The system was completed largely by the NZTA with input from committee
members of the Australian Truffle Growers Association. The purpose of the standard is to define the quality
requirements of truffles at the export control stage, after preparation and packaging and a recommendation for
local sales. The document clearly sets out the requirements of the following important provisions:
•
•
•
•

Provisions concerning quality: Truffle minimum requirements, maturity requirements and classification
(e.g. Grade A, B, C or D)
Provisions concerning sizing: size is determined by the weight of the truffle
Provisions concerning packaging: Uniformity and packaging
Provisions concerning labelling: Identification, nature of the produce, origin of the produce and
commercial specifications

The document was developed with the interests of Australian growers in mind also. Both the NZTA and Australian
Truffle Growers Association are closely aligned so an Australian version of the grading system is likely to be very
similar.
There is considerable literature on growing and cultivating truffles (ATGA 2009; Malajcuk and Amaranthus 2007,
UNECE 2004). In addition to Lee’s (2008) assessment of the industry, as previously mentioned, RIRDC has also
supported several other studies into the industry. These include investigations into “Evaluation of the potential of
growing Tuber melanosporum as a crop on mainland Australia for export and domestic consumption” (Stahle and
Ward 1996), “French Black Truffle. Establishment and production in Tasmania” (Garvey and Cooper, 2001) and
“Increasing the productivity of truffières in Tasmania” (Garvey and Cooper 2004). These papers variously
highlighted the importance of quality assurance and, specifically:
•
•
•

The importance of the highest quality truffle produce in maximising the economic benefits for farmers
(Stahl and Ward, 1996).
The protection of the integrity of the industry, and ensuring the production of a certified quality truffle,
being dependent upon the inoculation nurseries being able to guarantee the quality of trees distributed
to growers (Garvey and Cooper, 2001).
The marketing potential of the Australian truffles being underwritten by both the best technology
available and a quality scheme that certifies the quality and species of the Australian grown French black
truffle (Garvey and Cooper, 2004).

More recently, the ‘Australian Truffle Industry R&D Strategic Plan 2009‐2011’ (RIRDC 2009b) set out five major
objectives for the industry as part of a set of three year industry priorities. Objectives 3 and 5 in particular focus on
industry quality related requirements. The objectives include:
•
•
•

Objective 1
o Establish an action group to work with AQIS on Import
o Legislation covering Chinese or other identified truffle varieties
Objective 2
o Understanding, strengthening and developing market analysis
o and market drivers for Australian truffles
Objective 3
o Establishing a Grading Standard for Australian truffles
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Objective 4
o Research into diseases with a focus on affects of rot in truffles
Objective 5
o Consumer education, industry communication and engagement,
o and advancement of accreditation standards for Australian truffles

Whilst there is not yet a quality assurance scheme specifically for truffle cultivation in Australia there are several
QA systems and standards in use for other horticultural product. One is SQF2000 which is very sophisticated and
requires a strong market link (Rudge, pers. comm., 2009). Another is Freshcare which, unlike SQF2000, has
relatively low costs of implementation and maintenance, but is primarily focused on food certification rather than
the growing processes (Bennett 2005).
The ISO9000 series of standards define minimum requirements for business quality assurance schemes (Handy and
Atkinson 1997). Whilst the certification system is internationally recognised it is not industry specific and is most
appropriate for the manufacturing industry. It is also too complex for small operations and expensive to implement
and maintain.
The Nursery Industry Accreditation Scheme, Australia (NIASA) for production nurseries outlined in the NGIA’s Best
Management Practice Guidelines manual (Nursery and garden Industry Australia 2003) is adopted by many
inoculation nurseries (Blakers per. comm. 2009). Whilst it is cost effective and in the most part applicable, truffles
require different cultural and growing practices to a traditional pot plant, in that the focus is more on growing the
fungus than the plant. It is clear that conventional practices for things such as pest and disease control will need to
be modified and industry guidelines developed specifically for truffles. Another downside of NIASA is that it is
strongly business process based and appears to be more of a marketing tool than a practical, quality driving set of
procedures (Rudge, pers. comm., 2009).
Some industry sectors have their own specific quality standards. One example of this is Australian Persimmon
Export Company (APEC) which was in a similar situation to that of the present Truffle Industry a few years back
(Rudge, pers. comm., 2009). APEC consists of about 30 growers so industry penetration is low, but it is entirely
grower owned and controlled (Australian Persimmon Export Company 2009). APEC adopts quality standards which
must be followed by all members.
Other certification models do exist. For example, the Organic Growers of Australia (OGA) has its own certification
system (Organic Growers of Australia 2009). This system is designed to ensure authenticity of an organic product.
It is aimed at small operations with reduced certification fees and less complexity than those designed for large
scale business (Organic Growers of Australia 2009). One of the concerns with the system relate to control and
certification regarding non‐organic inputs being used on organic farms.

Industry Survey
As part of the process of developing a model for QA for the Truffle industry, key stakeholders including growers,
inoculation nurseries, truffle wholesalers and marketers, were surveyed to establish their likely levels of support
for a the concept of an industry based QA model and its associated elements. For any implementation to be
successful and gain a high level of uptake from key stakeholders within the industry an analysis of the thoughts of
these key stakeholders is critical. The survey was designed to elicit views on any issues and costs, but also the
benefits that members feel are important so these can be taken into consideration when a QA scheme is
developed.
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The surveyy also presente
ed to the stakeholders a sensse of what an in
ndustry based QA model migght involve for the
truffle indu
ustry. This wass developed aftter discussionss with people within
w
the Austtralian truffle industry and th
he
wider hortticultural indusstry. This QA ‘construct’ enab
bled stakeholdeers to respond
d in a more info
ormed way on the
elements that
t
would be contained
c
in a system of QA for the industrry. The five QA
Q elements in
ncluded:
1. A grading system
m to ensure fin
nal product meeets specifications
n. Whilst the methodology
m
an
nd theory asso
ociated with the
2. Grower and inoculation nursery certification
noculation of host trees is usu
ually confidenttial the integritty of the proceess is crucial for the industry.
in
3. En
nvironmental certification
c
(e.g. ISO 14000, Freshcare envvironmental Co
ode)
4. Annual audits ‐ many documents have suggeested the need
d for an audit process.
p
Most have
h
focused on
o
noculation nursseries, in particcular to certifyy that trees havve been successsfully infected
d with Tuber
in
m
melanosporum
and free of com
mpeting mycorrhizal fungi. Also
A of importaance is DNA analysis for true to
tyype Tuber mela
anosporum and
d infection is with
w both matin
ng type loci.
5. Good Agriculturral Practice. This appears to form
f
groundingg in most indusstry specific QA
A schemes
Kingwell, 2003)). This would cover the proceess of benchmaarking such as industry best practice
p
techniques.
(K
Teechnical suppo
ort to growers is also an impo
ortant issue wh
hich would neeed to be covereed under Good
d
Aggricultural Pracctice.
During Auggust 2009, 110
0 members of the
t Australian Truffle
T
Industrry were invited
d to complete an
a online
questionnaaire. The surve
ey was issued after
a
consultattion with indusstry stakeholdeers, pilot testin
ng and under th
he
governance and protocols of The Univeersity of Melbo
ourne’s Human
n Ethics policy. 29 (26 percen
nt), 25 of which
h
oculation nurseeries / growers, agronomic co
onsultancy bussiness
were 25 truffle growers. Other interestts included ino
butors of fresh truffles.
and distrib

Businesss profiles
The domin
nant legal or ow
wnership structure of the orgganisations surrveyed was thee partnership structure
s
(12 or 41
percent) fo
ollowed by sole
e traders (28 percent)
p
and co
ompanies (24 percent)(Figure
p
e 1). All respon
ndents nominated
themselves as ‘owner / director’
d
within
n their operatio
ons.
O
structure of respondents (n = 29
9)
Figure 1: Ownership

The largestt concentration of responden
nts (16) was fro
om New South
h Wales (Table 2). Western Australia
A
and
Tasmania had
h the lowestt participation rate with onlyy one from each state. This was
w not unexpected since whiile
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these are the two states in which the industry was pioneered and are the two highest producing states in Australia,
the numbers of growers are small.
The most common size of operation was between 1 and 5 hectares with 15 respondents in this category (Table 2).
The high incidence of smaller operations seems consistent with the data presented in ‘Taking Stock of the
Australian Truffle Industry’. One reason for the high incidence within the industry of smaller scale of operations is
that it appears that many growers have planted one hectare on a trial basis. As a new industry requiring much
research into the cultural and growing requirements under Australian conditions, the moderate scale of operations
may be due to grower conservatism in light of the range of risk factors. Five respondents had a growing area
greater than five hectares. The bigger producers were distributed evenly throughout the States.
Table 2: Number of operations by size / State
SIZE/STATE
< 1ha
1 ‐ 5ha
> 5ha
Other*
TOTAL

NSW
4
10
1
1
16

VIC
3
4
1
1
9

ACT
0
1
1
0
2

WA
0
0
1
0
1

TAS
0
0
1
0
1

TOTAL
7
15
5
2
29

Other* includes the two operations which are not growers of fresh truffle but key stakeholders in the industry.
The most common age of operation was between four and ten years with 52 percent in this group (Table 3). 12
operations (41 percents) were in the youngest category (less than four years). The lack of operations greater than
ten years is consistent with the view that the industry is still young.
Table 3: Matrix of size and age of the operation
SIZE/AGE
< 1ha
1 ‐ 5ha
> 5ha
Other*
TOTAL

< 4yrs
5
5
1
1
12

4‐10yrs
2
10
3
0
15

> 10yrs
0
0
1
1
2

TOTAL
7
15
5
2
29

Quality systems currently in place for the business
Respondents were asked to identify internal production techniques and external production standards or
certifications employed by their businesses.
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Internal production
p
techniques
t
Soil testingg was the mostt used internal production teechnique amon
ng the participaating growers with
w 78 percen
nt
implementting the technique (Table 4). Business process controls was the least ussed internal pro
oduction techn
nique
with only five
f
respondents. Of the 27 growers who participated
p
in the survey 37
7 percent used grading of pro
oduct
as an interrnal production
n technique. Only one of the operations lesss than four years old used th
his technique, 53
percent in the four to ten
n year categoryy, and 100 perrcent of greater than ten year old operation
ns use the
w the earlierr assumption th
hat truffles aree not usually fo
ormed
technique (Figure 2). Thiss result appearrs consistent with
m of four yearss of age. The single
s
operation using this technique in thee less than fourr year
until trees are a minimum
w also an inoculation nurseery and may use grading of prroduct for use as inoculum. Soil
S testing wass used
category was
by all grow
wers in the less than four yeaar and greater than ten year categories with the rate falling away to 67
percent in the intermediate 4‐10 year category
c
(Figurre 2).

umber of respo
ondents using various internal production techniques
t
(n = 29)
Table 4: Nu

Internal production
p
te
echniques
Grading of
o Product
Hygiene Protocols
P
Root sampling/analysis for contamiination
Soil moistture controls
Soil tests
Business process contrrols

Co
ount

999999
99999
9
99999999
999999
9
99999999
9
9
99999999
999999999
9
99999999
99999999999999
9
9
99999

%

37
7
48
8
30
0
59
9
78
8
19
9

R
ussing various intternal producttion techniquess by age of opeeration (n = 29)
Figure 2: Respondents
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External production standards or certification systems employed
The level of uptake of external production standards or certification systems is considerably lower than internal
production techniques (Table 5). Three respondents who are not using any external production standards
expressed opinions that the external production standards are not yet applicable to them.
Whilst the number of respondents employing organic certification was low (only 2) several people indicated an
interest in participating in an organic certification scheme. One person indicated they will be seeking organic
certification once their trees come into production and another stated that they are about to begin starting out
preparing for organic certification. The operations of the two respondents who do employ organic certification are
both less than four years old (Table 5). The particular organic certification program specified by the two growers
was Organic Growers of Australia.
Table 5: Respondents employing various production standards by age of operation (n = 29)

External production standards
Industry accreditation
Organic certification
Customer quality system
Food safety certification
Environmental certification

All
Count
2
2
5
3
0

%
7
7
19
11
0

< 4yrs
Count
%
0
0
2
18
1
9.1
0
0
0
0

4‐10yrs
Count
%
1
6.7
0
0
3
20
2
13
0
0

> 10yrs
Count %
1
50
0
0
1
50
1
50
0
0

Five (19 percent) respondents used a customer quality system (Table 5). All respondents adopting food safety
certification come from the four to ten and greater than ten years of operation categories. This seems reasonable
given the assumption that truffles are not usually formed until trees are four years old. With no fruit to sell there
is no need for food safety certification.

Industry support for QA
Industry members were asked to indicate their overall level of support for a quality assurance system in response
to the following statement:
“The overall benefits to the business obtained from introducing a QA scheme would outweigh the costs”
Using a 5 point likert scale, response choices ranged from strongly agree (5 rating) to strongly disagree (1 rating)
with a neutral rating (3 rating). Participants were generally in favour of the statement with 11 respondents strongly
agreeing with 20 of the 29 respondents agreeing overall (Figure 3). The mean response was 3.97, median 4 (agree)
and standard deviation of 1.05.
Only two respondents disagreed with the statement. One respondent’s reason was that they believed that a QA
scheme would take all of “the mystery and magic away from the product and thus lower the value”. The other
respondent is not a supporter of regulation in private enterprise and feels it is just an impediment and a cost to
production. This respondent believes that producers are individually responsible for quality control at the
production end and this will build their standing in the marketplace. Whilst this respondent felt the costs
outweighed the benefits they did indicate that they will participate in such a scheme and follow common
procedure if required.
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Figure 3: Frequency
F
(%) of respondentts selecting diffferent levels of agreement to
owards questio
on 5(a) (n = 29)

The resultss were also anaalysed in termss of whether th
here were sign
nificant differen
nces in the ressponses of the
different groups
g
surveyed. One analysis compared tw
wo groups by age
a of operatio
on. Using the Wilcoxon
W
Rank Sum
Test to thee ordinal data, there was no significant
s
diffeerence betweeen the growerss with operatio
ons less than fo
our
years old and
a older operations.

Complexxity in admin
nistering QA
A
Industry paarticipants werre asked to resspond to the notion that QA was more releevant to the biggger industry
players. Th
he implication being that QA would be morre difficult for the
t smaller gro
owers to implement and maintain
given the likely resourcess required.
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Figure 4: Frequency of re
espondents selecting differen
nt levels of agrreement towarrds questions 4(c)
4 and 4(o)
expressed as a percentagge (n= 29)

69 percentt of responden
nts disagreed with
w the statem
ment that QA iss more applicab
ble to bigger players in the
industry (FFigure 4). Likew
wise, 62 percen
nt disagreed th
hat a QA schem
me would be to
oo complex for smaller operaators.
Only threee respondents agreed. It is no
oticeable that there is strongger disagreemeent towards staatement 4(c) with
w
34 percentt strongly disaggreeing compaared with 7 perrcent statemen
nt 4(o).

Cost effeectiveness in
n implementting QA
Statementts in this group together form
m a picture abo
out the perceivved benefits ob
btained from th
he developmen
nt and
implementtation of a QA scheme at botth an individuaal business leveel and the indu
ustry as a wholee considered in
n light
of the additional resourcces and costs reequired.
ment among reespondents towards statemeents 4(g), 4(i) and
a 4(l). Not on
nly
Figure 5 indicates a high level of agreem
a
truffles this is not the sole reason for
f adopting a QA
will a desirred price premium be attractted by quality assured
scheme. Frrom these resu
ults it appears that
t
respondents believe theere are other major
m
benefits to be gained by
b
individual operations
o
and
d the industry, aside from a price
p
premium.
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Figure 5: Frequency of re
espondents selecting differen
nt levels of agrreement towarrds questions 4(g),
4
4(i) and 4((l)
expressed (n = 29)

The fourth
h statement in this group 4(p)): A QA schemee would be too
o expensive to implement an
nd maintain, was
included in
n the survey to
o ensure a level of consistenccy with the other elements. High
H levels of agreement with
h the
first three statements should correspond with disagreement with the fourth. Alth
hough there do
oes appear to be
b
e
66 peercent agreed /
general consistency, the strength of aggreement / disaagreement doees differ. For example,
d / strongly dissagreed with
strongly aggreed with 4(l) (Figure 5), yett fewer respondents (44 perccent) disagreed
4(p)(Figuree 6). There was more ambivaalence among the responden
nts to 4(p), likeely because of a lack of knowledge
among meembers as to th
he cost involved.
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Figure 6: Frequency of re
espondents selecting differen
nt levels of agrreement towarrds question 4((p) (n = 29)

Rationalle for Interna
ational Com
mpetitivenesss
The statem
ments grouped under the theeme of internattional competiitiveness refer most strongly to the industrry as a
whole, butt also to individ
dual business. They
T
stem from
m the capacityy of a quality asssured productt being more
desirable and
a at a compe
etitive advantaage relative to internationallyy produced truffles.
Figure 7 deemonstrates th
hat there is a high
h level of agreement that a QA scheme will
w improve th
he performancee of
Australian grown truffless and open up and maintain markets.
m
The laarge majority of
o respondentss believe a
d over internattional competiitors with the implementatio
on of a QA scheeme.
competitivve advantage can be obtained
Once again
n there appearrs to be a consiistent level of agreement
a
witthin this group of statementss (Figure 7).
Statementts 4(a), 4(d), 4(h) and 4(m) alll have means greater
g
than 4 and medians of
o 5 (Strongly agree).
a
The
frequency of strongly agrree for statement 4(a) and 4((d) is extremely high with 66 percent and 62
6 percent
respectively selecting thiis option.
d disagree or strongly disaggree with Statements 4(a) and
d 4(d). These all
a
Four (10 peercent) of the respondents did
had operattions greater than one hectare in size (i.e. 1‐5ha
1
or >5ha)).
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espondents selecting differen
nt levels of agrreement towarrds questions 4(a),
4
4(d), 4(h), 4(m)
Figure 7: Frequency of re
and 4(n) (n
n = 29)
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Lever forr industry im
mprovementt
The majoriity of responde
ents agreed or strongly agreeed that a QA sccheme would ensure
e
continu
uous improvem
ment
for the industry and the recently launched grading syystem would ad
dvance the pro
ofessionalism of
o the industryy
on who strongly disagreed that with 4(q) was a grower fro
om NSW and the one person
n who
(Figure 8). The one perso
w 4(k) was the
t grower fro
om Tasmania.
disagreed with
Figure 8: Frequency of re
espondents selecting differen
nt levels of agrreement towarrds questions 4(k)
4 and 4(q) (n
n=29)

The turnarround statement here to ensure validity of responses is 4(f). The resultss to this statem
ment are widelyy
spread witth a standard deviation
d
of 1.2
20. This can bee visually seen in
i Figure 9 also
o with each levvel of agreement
receiving at
a least two ressponses from participants.
p
W
Whilst
55 percent of respondeents disagreed with the stateement
nearly onee third (31 perccent) agreed.
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Figure 9: Frequency of re
espondents selecting differen
nt levels of agrreement towarrds question 4((f) expressed as a
percentagee

Industry willingness to pay and expected up
ptake
The surveyy captures diffe
erent layers of support for QA
A implementattion (Figure 10
0). Item 4(s) ind
dicates supporrt for
the raisingg of funds by th
he industry association to payy for QA admin
nistration. How
wever, as stated in the comm
ments
by growerss, this issue waas difficult to reespond to with
hout knowing the
t costs of run
nning the scheeme and who would
w
bear the co
ost. Nonethele
ess, 66 percentt supported thee raising of fun
nds to administter a QA schem
me. There weree no
significant differences in responses to these
t
items beetween the managers of younger (<4 yearss) and older
operationss.
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Figure 10: Frequency of respondents
r
seelecting differeent levels of aggreement towaards question 4(s)
4 (n = 29)

75 percentt of responden
nts agreed thatt broad uptake of a QA schem
me would be crritical to industtry wide success; at
the same time
t
there wass still reasonab
ble strong prefeerence for a vo
oluntary as opp
posed to mand
datory scheme
(Figure 11)).
Figure 11: Frequency of respondents
r
seelecting differeent levels of aggreement towaards questions 4(t) and 4(u) (n =
29)
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Perceived benefits and drawbacks of a QA scheme
Respondents were asked to comment on the main benefit and then drawback to the implementation of a QA
scheme. The benefits can be summarised as:
•
•
•
•

Improved marketing opportunities to help producers of all sizes sell their product overseas.
Stability and maintenance of high prices.
Formation of clear guidelines for better practice.
More objective grading of quality and price recognition.

11 of the 26 respondents who commented on the drawbacks of QA raised the issue of cost although the general
expectation was that the benefits by way of price premium would outweigh the costs. There was some
appreciation of the cost impact on smaller growers and the general scope to alienate such growers.
One respondent stated that “[t]here should be none (drawbacks) in a sound QA scheme. An inhibitive price for
annual audits is what causes people within agriculture to avoid QA systems. Small growers can be penalised
disproportionately. Signing a code of conduct may help sort out the commitment or otherwise of producers. ....”
There were some stronger negative responses on the issue of drawbacks. One grower stated “I don't want to be
part of a compulsory system. I expect any QA system to be more of a burden than a help.” Another response was “
... [v]ery little as we will continue to do what we have done for the past four seasons and would only adopt the QA
if forced to.”
Elements of the industry were sceptical of regulation seeing it as an impediment and additional cost. One view was
that current systems and facilities in Australia already exceed likely certification requirements. There were
countervailing views regarding the overseas experience. For example, one view was that the French have been
successfully harvesting and selling pure French Black Truffles for a thousand years without QA so why should the
emerging Australian industry. The contrasting view was that the European industry was infested with inferior
Chinese truffles with the potential to devalue product. France is one of the largest importers of Chinese black
truffle while its import is banned in Spain and Italy.
Respondents commented on the difficulty or subjectivity involved in selecting truffles based on aroma, flavour and
shape. The point was made that the end user i.e. restaurant chefs, regardless of certification will be the
determinant’s of value and mechanism for quality control. One view was that the perfume and flavour of the
product was too subtle for the E‐nose technology.

Conclusion
The survey of ATGA members indicated there was general agreement with the development of an industry based
approach to QA. Yet, the survey also captured the tensions within the industry in response to the QA debate. Some
growers took the view that the supply chain integrity has adequately been maintained through the continuity and
strength of consumer demand for their product. There were also concerns by members with the impact of QA
requirements on the smaller, less established enterprises.
Australian truffle industry reviews have highlighted the importance of ensuring the quality of the Australian
product as one of the requirements for strengthening the market for Australian truffles overseas. Such reviews
also reflect the changing demands placed on the global supply chains for food and fibre and the need for greater
supply chain integrity. At the same time, while a QA scheme will be an important feature in the development of
truffle growing as a niche industry, QA is no guarantee of the future purity of Australian produced Truffles.
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To date, as a relatively young industry, the focus of the Australian truffle growers has been toward achieving
productivity and quality improvement enhancements with a strong focus on the production techniques and the
cultural requirements required for truffle growing in Australian conditions. The development of external
production standards and certification systems is perhaps the next focus for the development of the industry. This
is especially the case as the newer growers’ trees come into production.
Within the Australian industry, there is evidence of grower’s using different accreditation systems. These include
nursery industry accreditation, organic certification, customer quality system and food safety certification. There
seems to be little use of environmental certification. The challenge for the industry is to tailor elements of QA to its
specific requirements more than likely blending in elements of these other accreditation / certification systems.
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Appendix 1. Statistical analysis of survey data (n = 29)

STATEMENT
4a A QA scheme is necessary to build Australia’s clean green image of producing pure Périgord Black Truffles
4b QA is inevitable as truffles are part of the food supply chain
4c QA is more applicable to bigger players in the industry
4d The introduction of a QA scheme would help ensure/maintain/improve access to markets
4e QA is the start of greater regulation of truffle production
4f Greater regulation of the truffle industry will be an impediment to the industry’s growth
4g QA truffles would attract a price premium
4h QA Australian truffles would attract a stronger demand from overseas buyers
4i QA adoption would be worthwhile regardless of a price premium
4j A QA scheme would give me better control over my production systems and prevent problems
4k A QA scheme would ensure continuous improvement for the industry
4l A QA scheme would be cost effective for the industry as a whole
4m QA would provide a competitive advantage in opposition to overseas grown product
4n By not developing a QA scheme this would impede the development of a strong export market
4o A QA scheme would be too complex for small operations
4p A QA scheme would be too expensive to implement and maintain
4q The recently launched grading system will advance the professionalism of the Australian truffle industry
An ENose (Electronic Nose) would be a worthwhile addition to a QA scheme for distinguishing between truffle
4r
species and also ripeness
4s I would support the raising of funds by the association to pay for administering a QA scheme**
4t My preference would be for a voluntary QA system as opposed to a mandatory industry‐based scheme
4u Broad uptake of a QA scheme would be critical to industry wide success
5a

The overall benefits to the business obtained from introducing a QA scheme would outweigh the costs **

Mean
Score
4.41
4.00
2.14
4.34
3.59
2.69
4.17
4.17
4.03
3.83
4.21
3.93
4.17
3.97
2.45
2.66
4.07

Std dev Median
1.05
5
1.2
4
1.13
2
1.01
5
1.02
4
1.2
2
0.89
4
1.14
5
1.09
4
1.23
4
0.86
4
0.96
4
1.1
5
0.98
4
0.87
2
0.72
3
0.96
4

Mode
5
5
1/2
5
4
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
2
3
4/5

% Agree % Disagree % NA nor DA
90%
10%
0%
72%
10%
18%
14%
69%
17%
83%
10%
7%
55%
17%
28%
31%
55%
14%
76%
3%
21%
79%
7%
14%
76%
10%
14%
69%
21%
10%
79%
3%
18%
66%
7%
27%
79%
10%
11%
76%
7%
17%
10%
62%
28%
10%
41%
49%
76%
3%
21%

3.90

0.98

4

4

69%

10%

21%

3.76
3.55
3.93

1.18
1.15
1.33

4
4
4

4
4
5

66%
62%
76%

14%
24%
17%

20%
14%
7%

3.97

1.05

4

5

69%

7%

24%

** no significant difference between growers with operations less than four years old and growers with older operations.
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